ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

ALAMOSA TRANSITION (ALS.LARKS1): From over ALS VORTAC on ALS R-339 and FQF R-220 to LARKS. Thence. . . .

BLUE MESA TRANSITION (HBU.LARKS1): From over HBU VOR/DME on HBU R-053 and FQF R-220 to LARKS. Thence. . . .

LOPEC TRANSITION (LOPEC.LARKS1): From over LOPEC on RSK R-022 and FQF R-220 to LARKS. Thence. . . .

PUEBLO TRANSITION (PUB.LARKS1): From over PUB VORTAC on PUB R-267 to KANON; then on ALS R-339 and FQF R-220 to LARKS. Thence. . . .

RATTLESNAKE TRANSITION (RSK.LARKS1): From over RSK VORTAC on RSK R-022 and FQF R-220 to LARKS. Thence. . . .

. . . .from over LARKS on FQF R-220 to FALCON (FQF) VORTAC. Expect RADAR vectors to the final approach course at or before FALCON (FQF) VORTAC.